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Achilles, the famous mythological war hero, is the central character in The Iliad. It is his storyline that creates the
essence of the epic war written by Homer. Homer constructed the epic story of Troy as a representation of proper
behavior.

A concern for gifts, the reader realizes, is far less important to Achilles than his concern for a proper, honored
place in the world. If the reader can visualize this scene, seeing a thick debris of trees, powerful rocks, and
strong waves lashing against Achilles, the scene becomes more powerful and meaningful. In fact, his battle
with the river is probably one of the most savage scenes in the Iliad. GU your knees-mercy! He also sees that
his sitting by his ships is "a useless weight on the good land," something that is causing the deaths of many
Achaian warriors. Homer constructed the epic history of Troy as a portrayal of correct behavior. Achilles first
shows signs of experiencing a sense of obligation towards the Greeks several books later when Patrols
implores Achilles. However, Achilles character takes an extreme turn when patrols tragically meets death. It
can be his storyline that makes the importance of the epic war written by Homer. To protect the anonymity of
contributors, we've removed their names and personal information from the essays. Upon killing helpless
Locally, he not only battles with mortals, but elemental aspects also. Some critics see these ideas slowly
developing through Achilles' ability to relate to others on a personal basis, as he does with Patroklos, and as he
does in his guest-host relationship with the ambassadors from Agamemnon. Did you find something
inaccurate, misleading, abusive, or otherwise problematic in this essay example? After being hurt by
Agamemnon, Achilles decides to get even with Agamemnon for taking his prize so he cries and prays to his
mother, Thetis whom goes to Zeus, the god of gods, since he owes her a favor. Achilles has over-reached
himself, and as he attempts to punish all the Trojans for Patroklos' death and to deny them burial rites for
Hektor, so the river god now attempts to drown Achilles, bury him in the mud, and deny him glory and proper
burial rites. As Homer strongly focuses on the realm of heroes, he introduces the main and forceful character
Achilles. Achilles' self-centered persona produces a violent guy with no remorse for those he killed in battle.
On the fight field, he could be known for his ruthless tricks of killing and his persona through warfare is
usually interpreted since an unstoppable killing power filled with pleasure because he allowed no one to come
in his way. However, when Agamemnon betrays Achilles by taking away his prized possession, Briseis, since
Agamemnon had to return Chrysies to her father, Achilles retaliates in an unimagined manner. They're not
intended to be submitted as your own work, so we don't waste time removing every error. On the surface I can
see why almost anyone would do that. There's a problem with this paper. In Book Nine, Agamemnon sends
three of the Greek warriors to deliver several gifts to Achilles, along with Agamemnon's apology. Although it
may seem that the main theme is about the dominance, gruesomeness, and destruction of Troy when the poem
is first read, this is not the main focus. Upon Thetis warning Achilles that if he returns to the battle instead of
going home, he could possibly die under Troy's walls. Pity me in my own right, Remember your own father!
However, when Agamemnon betrays Achilles by taking away his prized possession, Briseis, since
Agamemnon had to return Chrysies to her father, Achilles retaliates in an unimagined manner. We follow
Achilles from the beginning of the work, where he leaves the fighting because his pride is wounded by King
Agamemnon, who leads the Achaean army; to the middle of the work, where his best friend is killed and he
returns to avenge him; to the end, where Achilles kills the head of the Trojan army and eventually returns his
body to his family. Who wrote this essay? If I hold out here and lay siege to Troy, My journey home is gone,
but my glory never dies. With the big decision at hand, Achilles chooses to ignore his mother and her
guidance and rejoins the battle instead of changing his attitude and possibly respect life. The essays in our
library are intended to serve as content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay. Homer
constructed the epic story of Troy as a representation of proper behavior. After Thetis caution Achilles that if
he returns towards the battle instead of going home, this individual could possibly die under Troy's walls. Not
only is it one of the first major pieces written chronologically and therefore a good place to start, but it can
also be read many times over and almost become an entirely new work each time you read it. And nope, we
don't source our examples from our editing service! It should be noted that Achilles does not leave the
Achaian army without sufficient reason: Agamemnon demanded to have the maiden Briseis, Achilles' war
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prize, and Achilles saw this act as a parallel to Paris' kidnapping of Helen â€” he sees himself in the same
position as Menelaos. Though there is no actual chronological order while reading the books in The Iliad, it is
evident in book nine that Achilles' true rage comes into light. This lesson looks at and analyzes key examples
of Achilles's pride and anger. His passions are spent, and he consents to give up Hektor's corpse. Apollo lifts
the plague, but after Achilles withdraws himself and his troops from the Achaian army, disorder still remains
among the Achaians. Achilles Rejects Agamemnon's Apology After Achilles withdraws from the fighting,
things start to go badly for the Greeks. It shows us Achilles' insane wrath at its height. Achilles is the main
character, and his inaction, or withdrawal from the fighting, is crucial to the plot. He possessed the supreme
fighting ability of all Trojan and Achaean warriors.


